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Self-Consistent Calculations of Quasiparticle States in Metals and Semiconducto
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We solve the Dyson equation for the one-particle Green’s function in a periodic solid self-consisten
within the shielded-interaction (orGW) approximation. The effect of self-consistency (propagator
renormalization) is found to be substantial. We illustrate this finding via calculations of quasipartic
states in K and Si. In the case of Si we show that the current standard ofab initio quasiparticle theory,
the GW self-energy diagram, fails to account for the observed value of the absolute band gap—
properly, i.e., self-consistently, evaluated. [S0031-9007(98)06874-4]
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An ab initio investigation of the spectrum of elec
tronic excitations in “real-life” materials requires tack
ling a formidable many-body problem for which only
partial benchmarks are available. In the case of sem
conductors, as is well known, the energy difference b
tween the lowest unoccupied and the highest occup
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues [1] [typically obtained within th
local-density approximation (LDA) [1] ] disagrees with
the measured value of the absolute band gap by 50%
100%. Thus, a large volume of work has been devoted
recent years to the study of the gap within the framewo
of quasiparticle (QP) theory [2–7]. The so-calledGW
approximation [8,9] yields results in apparentquantitative
agreement with experimentserror , 0.1 eVd, for the gap
and for the valence and conduction bands of semicond
tors [2,4–9]. Thus, currently theGW one-electron band
structure is the standard [5] against which the quality
other approximate schemes is routinely judged.

However, all of the published calculations for realisti
models of semiconductors share one limitation [10]: th
neglect of full self-consistency—the requirement that th
propagators must be dressed self-consistently with
self-energy [11]. Partial tests of self-consistency [2,4,
have commonly been taken as indicators of its presum
quantitative irrelevance. Otherwise, the complication
of a full self-consistent treatment have motivated th
adoption of shortcuts, such as the introduction of chemic
potential shifts, designed to circumvent the problem th
lack of self-consistency leads to violation of conservatio
laws [12].

In the case of metals, the impact of theGW self-energy
insertion on the width of the occupied band of Na an
K [13], and on the exchange splitting of the magnet
bands of Ni [14], has been calculated—again, witho
an attempt at self-consistency. Overall, the agreem
with experiment is not nearly as good as in the case
semiconductors.

In this Letter we elucidate the importance of sel
consistency in the QP band structure of periodic solid
To this end we implement an efficient method for th
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self-consistent solution of the Dyson equation. T
self-energy is evaluated within the shielded-interacti
approximation (SIA) of Baym and Kadanoff [11]; thi
approximation, which is diagrammatically equivalent
Hedin’s popularGW approximation [8], has the virtue
that it fulfills all microscopic conservation laws [11]. W
show that the trueGW band gap of Si disagrees wit
experiment—in fact, theGW overestimates the absolut
gap by as much as the LDA underestimates it. Similar
theGW bandwidth of K is too wide (by,1 eV).

The starting point of a QP calculation is the Dyso
equation for the one-particle Green’s functionGs1, 10d,
which we write down as [11]

G21s1, 10d  G21
LDAs1, 10d 2 S̃s1, 10d , (1)

where GLDAs1, 10d is the Green’s function for “free”
propagation in the LDA band structure, and the lab
1, 10 denote space-time points; the time variables
Matsubara times0 # t, t0 # bh̄ [15]. All correlations
beyond the LDA are contained in the self-energyS̃s1, 10d,
which is a functional ofG —thus the self-consisten
nature of the problem. We emphasize thatS̃s1, 10d differs
from the “free space” self-energySs1, 10d introduced in
the Baym-Kadanoff treatment; technically, we accou
for the “tadpole” diagrams, and avoid double-counti
the interactions already built intoGLDAs1, 10d, via the
definition S̃s1, 10d  Ss1, 10d 2 fVHs1d 1 Vxcs1dgds1 2

10d, whereVHs1d andVxcs1d are, respectively, the Hartre
and exchange-correlation (XC) potentials entering
Kohn-Sham equation in LDA [1]. In more physica
language, we note that a solid must, first of all, bind
and this the LDA does well; this essential feature
already contained inGLDAs1, 10d. Thus, the expectation
is that this propagator provides a suitable starting po
(a “good guess”) for a self-consistent solution of Eq. (1
In the SIA [11], whose physical content is the dynamic
screening of the Coulomb interaction, we have that

Ss1, 10d  ds1 2 10d
Z

d3 ns1 2 3dGs3, 31d

1 Sxcs1, 10d , (2)
© 1998 The American Physical Society
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where the XC self-energy is given by

Sxcs1, 10d  2VSs1, 10dGs1, 10d , (3)

in terms of the shielded (or screened) interactionVSs1, 10d,
the solution of the integral equation

VSs1, 10d  ns1 2 10d 1
Z

d1
Z

d2 ns1 2 1d

3 Ps1, 2dVSs2, 10d , (4)

wheren is the bare Coulomb interaction, andPs1, 10d 
2Gs1, 10dGs10, 1d is the polarizability.

We note that Hedin’sGW approximation [8,9] is
formally the same as the SIA. In Hedin’s approach ou
VSs1, 10d is denotedWs1, 10d (i.e., Sxc  2GpW); we
adhere to the notation of Ref. [11] in order to emphasiz
that our work is centered on theexact fulfillment of
conservation laws, which is the cornerstone of the meth
of Baym and Kadanoff, who showed that the solution o
the above system of equations is conserving—if obtained
self-consistently.

We express the frequency-Fourier transform of all two
point functions according to

Gj,j0s $q; ivnd 
Z

d2x
Z

d3x0 f
p
$qjs $xdGs $x, $x0; ivnd

3 f$qj0s $x0d , (5)

where vn  s2n 1 1dpybh̄, n being an integer (posi-
tive, negative, or zero) andb  1ykBT ; for bosonlike
quantities, such as the polarizability,vn  2npybh̄. In
r

e

od
f

-

Eq. (5) thehf$qjs $xdj are Kohn-Sham (Bloch) states,$q is
a wave vector in the first Brillouin zone (BZ), andj is a
band index. In this representation, Eq. (1) becomes

fG21s $q; ivndgj,j0  fG21
LDAs $q; ivndgj,j0 2 S̃j,j0s $q; ivnd ,

(6)

which is the form of the Dyson equation we actual
solve. Now, the XC self-energySxc

j,j0s $q; ivnd involves
convolutions over wave vectors and Matsubara freque
cies (in addition to a sum over four band indices, weight
by integrals involving three Bloch states [16]). The con
volutions are evaluated straightforwardly; in particula
since the sampling of the BZ is done for imaginar
v’s, the $q convolution requires relatively coarse meshe
Although the polarizabilityPi,js $q; ivnd can also be ex-
pressed as a convolution overq’s andv’s, the latter con-
volution converges poorly. (Note thatP , GpG, and
G , v21

n for large vn; by contrast,Sxc , V p
S G and

VS , v22
n .) Thus, we obtainPi,js $q; ivnd via a prior

evaluation on thet axis,

Ps $q, td 
2
V

X
$k

Gs $k, 2tdGs $k 1 $q, td , (7)

where V is the volume of the macrocrystal, and fo
brevity we omit reference to band indices, as we also
in Eq. (8); full expressions are given in [16]. We genera
the Green’s function fort times for a given iteration of
the solution of Eq. (6) forGj,j0s $q; ivnd according to
Gs $q, td 
1

bh̄

X
ivn

e2ivntGs $q, ivnd

ø
1

bh̄

X
ijvn j#ivmax

e2ivnthGs $q, ivnd 2 Gxs $q, ivndj 2 e2fvq1Sx s $qdgt

√
1 2

1

eb h̄fv $q1Sxs $qdg 1 1

!
, (8)
n
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where we have added and subtracted an auxiliary Gree
function, Gx , defined according to Eq. (1), but with
the Fock self-energySx replacing S. Since Sx is v

independent, the sum involvingGx is performed in closed
form, the result being the last term in Eq. (8). Th
remaining sum in Eq. (8) requires the use of a cuto
vmax; however, sinceG ! Gx for large vn (correlation
becomes inoperative in this limit), this sum converg
rapidly [16,17]. From the knowledge ofGj,j0s $k; td we
obtain Pj,j0s $q; td according to Eq. (7), and the require
coefficients Pj,j0s $q; ivnd are obtained via fast-Fourier-
transform techniques.

We start out with a well-converged LDA ground
state [18]. The solution of Eq. (6) was iterated un
for two consecutive iterations the largest change in a
element of the diagonal of thẽS matrix, for all $q’s and
ivn’s, was ,1% (typically, this involves six iterations;
with this criterion, the Si band gap has converged
within 1%). We consider first the case of K [19], th
emphasis being placed on the impact of correlation
the occupied bandwidth. Figure 1 shows the dens
n’s
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of one-particle states (DOS), given by the trace (sum
over bands and over the BZ) of the spectral functio
Aj,js $q; vd  2p21Im Gj,js $q; vd, wherev is real. The
analytic continuation ofGj,js $q; ivnd to real v’s was
performed via Padé approximants [20]. SinceAj,js $q; vd
contains sharp features, a dense$q mesh is required in the
evaluation of the trace, while, as implied above, Eq. (6) i
solved on a coarser mesh [19,21,22]. A three-dimension
interpolation scheme was used to generateAj,js $q; vd for
the dense mesh [16].

The results shown in Fig. 1 correspond to the LDA (no
dynamical correlations), to the first evaluation of the self
energy,S̃fGLDAg, and to the self-consistentS̃fGg, G being
the solution of Eq. (6) for the samẽS (“same” within the
tolerance stated above). In each case the zero of energy
the chemical potentialm, obtained by solving the implicit
equationn  2V21

P
$ksbh̄d21

P
ivm

eivmdGs$k; ivmd for
each iteration of Eq. (6). (A convergence algorithm simi
lar to the one outlined above forP was used here as
well.) It is apparent that̃SfGLDAg induces a narrowing
of the band relative to the LDA (Table I), which agrees
1663
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FIG. 1. Calculated DOS for K. Shown are the LDA resul
(dashes), and the results obtained fromS̃fGLDAg (dot-dashes)
and from the self-consistent solution of Eq. (6) (solid line). Th
zero of energy is the corresponding chemical potential.

qualitatively with experiment [23]. However, the self-
consistent treatment of the correlations built intoS̃fGg
yields a bandwidth which issignificantly wider(Table I)
[10,22].

This result is intimately connected with the reduction i
the weight of the satellites which develop inAj,js $q; vd as
a feedback of the plasmon resonance onto the one-part
spectrum. The holelike satellite structure below the ba
is quite apparent in the DOS obtained from̃SfGLDAg;
this structure is strongly suppressed in the self-consiste
calculation. A concomitant result is the increase of th
weight of the QP state at the Fermi surfaceZkF [15]; see
Table I. This transfer of spectral weight from the satellit
to the QP is controlled by (or is consistent with) sum rule
obeyed byAj,js $q; vd [15]. Specifically, we find that the
zero- and first-frequency moment sum rules are fulfille
to better than 1% [16,22].

We turn next to our results for QP states near th
absolute band gap of Si [19]. Figure 2 shows the sh
of the energy of the QP states,EQP , relative to the
Kohn-Sham LDA eigenvalueELDA, for the corresponding
band and wave vector [EQP is obtained from the position
of the QP peak inAj,js $q; vd—see inset]. The empty
circles in Fig. 2 represent the shift obtained when th
self-energy isS̃fGLDAg. At this non-self-consistent level

TABLE I. Potassium: Calculated values of the occupied ban
width (in eV) and QP renormalization factor at the Fermi su
face ZkF . The experimental value of the bandwidth is als
given.

Occupied bandwidth Zk

LDA 2.21 1.0
From S̃fGLDAg 2.04 0.60
From self-consistent
solution of Eq. (6),S̃fGg 2.64 0.72
Experiment [23] 1.60 · · ·
1664
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FIG. 2. Shift of the energy of QP states in Si near the absolu
gap relative to the corresponding LDA eigenvalues. The emp
circles correspond tõSfGLDAg; the solid circles correspond to
the self-consistent solution of Eq. (6). Inset: Spectral functio
Aj,js $q; vd for the states at the bottom (fourth band,G point) and
top (fifth band, $q , 0.8GX) of the absolute gap, respectively.
Shown are the LDA band states (dots), and the QP peaks
the first (dashes) and self-consistent (solid line) evaluation
the self-energy.

our results agree well with previous work (Table II); the
small difference with theT  0 K results of Refs. [6,7]
(in which P was also evaluated without plasmon-pol
approximations) is attributed to residual effects of finit
temperature [16,19]. The dominant feature of Fig. 2
the correlation-induced widening of the gap relative to th
LDA, by an amount which happens to agree well with
experiment [24] (Table II). However, the self-consisten
treatment of QP propagation built intõSfGg (solid circles)
yields a much wider gap (Fig. 2 and Table II). Indeed
the “true” GW band gaps,1.9 eVd deviates from the
experimental value (1.17 eV) by an amount comparab
with, but of the opposite sign, the error built into the ga
obtained from LDA eigenvalues (0.53 eV). This trend

TABLE II. Silicon: Occupied bandwidth, direct gap at theG
point, and absolute gap (energies in eV)—comparison with pr
vious GW calculations, and with experiment.

Occupied
bandwidth Direct gap Absolute gap

Ref. [3] 12.04 3.35 1.29
Ref. [6] 12.35 3.33 1.17
Ref. [7] · · · 3.29 1.29
Ref. [8] 11.57 3.23 1.19
LDA 11.93 2.57 0.53
Experiment [24] 12.5 6 0.6 3.4 1.17
Present work;
from S̃fGLDAg 11.65 3.27 1.34
Present work;
self-consistent 13.10 4.02 1.91
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is easily visualized in the inset in Fig. 2, which show
the spectral function of the QP states at both edges
the gap, for the LDA, and for the first (1st) and self
consistent evaluations of̃S. Similar conclusions apply for
the occupied bandwidth and the direct gap atG (Table II).

As for the physics behind the overestimation of th
Si band gap (and the widening of the band of K a
well), a mechanism left out in Eq. (3) is as follows. Th
renormalized polarizabilityP, obtained from propagators
dressed self-consistently with the self-energy, does n
give rise to a plasmon for smallq’s, unlike the “bare” po-
larizability PLDA , Gp

LDAGLDA [16]. Thus, correlations
beyond Eq. (3) must play a role. For example, at least
low order in perturbation theory, it has been shown th
the competition between self-energy insertions and ve
tex corrections produces a polarizability that does yield
plasmon for smallq’s [25]. A conserving scheme which
includes renormalized vertices, and which may be su
able for the present problem, has been proposed rece
for strongly correlated electrons [26].

In summary, we have presentedab initio, conserving
[11] calculations of QP states for archetypes of metall
and semiconducting behavior, K and Si. We have show
that self-consistency in the treatment of correlation
the level of theGW approximation yields QP energies
(gaps, bandwidths) which disagree with experiment—i.e
“the GW diagram is not enough.” Competing correlation
(e.g., vertex corrections) must be incorporated in the Q
band structure. Our work makes it clear that those effec
must be incorporated fully self-consistently. Whether a
approximate (if self-consistent) inclusion of additiona
correlations will restore agreement with experiment to th
level that has been generally accepted to be true for t
GW band structure (0.1 eV) is a matter of conjecture
the present time.
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